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We help people create better* enterprises.

* those that pursue a clear purpose, 
are useful for people and their lives, 
perform and deliver on their promises.

INTERSECTION GROUP



Intersection Group is a Non Profit Association

Community
and Events

Events for a global 
community of thinkers 

and practitioners

EDGY: a language for 
Enterprise Design

An open source language 
to tackle key enterprise 
challenges by design

Learning and
Publications

Books, certified courses 
and digital tools delivered 

with our partners



Service Design? (not web services)

Service Design 
is the design 
of services.

Get the book and see the talk

https://good.services/
https://youtu.be/W_D-Zn91o-I


Out story follows a case from 
Intersection Railways, a fictional, 
formerly public railway company from a 
small European country. The group is 
now active and in open competition on 
the European single market. 

The company offers passenger and 
freight services as part of its own train 
operations, and builds and runs 
infrastructure.



Chapter 1

“A new playing field”

March 1st, 2021



I’m a Senior Service Designer.

● Lead role at a design studio 
(part of a consultancy) 

● Map out journeys, concepts 
and processes

● Own the SD deliverables 
(blueprints, personas, specs)

● Work with, contribute to 
UX/UI, Business Design and 
Development Backlog

● Use qualitative and other 
research methods 

● Run Design Thinking 
workshops with clients

Severin’s photos are taken from pixabay.com

I make things happen 
thanks to my unstoppable 
drive to make sense of any 
mess. I believe good Service 
Design is the way to deliver 
customer value.



● Support and leverage the 
ongoing digital transformation 
efforts of the group

● Design new services based on a 
digital platform to deliver transport 
capabilities to our clients

● Deliver an innovative and 
outstanding customer experience

● Yawn
● Booooring

Briefing 

Our Digital team within Marketing and Customer Experience wants:



● Our strategy includes reintroducing night 
trains across Europe

● We want to beat the competition: 
other railway operators but also airlines, 
buses and private transportation

● We know top notch customer 
experience is key for this! We need
a new app, think “Apple iTrain”.

The actual briefing

Clarifying with the Marketing director:

Pixabay



Venice Simplon-Orient-Express (Facebook)



Chapter 1
“A New Playing Field”

● Service and User Experience Design 
engagements are often briefs to about user 
interfaces, apps or other digital artifacts.

● They have a limited scope within a complex web 
of ongoing enterprise initiatives framed as 
technical or business challenges.

● A human-centric perspective can open up 
people’s minds towards personal vision.

Paris, tonight?

Book your bed



Chapter 2

“A Bold Vision”

A month into the project



What do we know already?

Asked the client for existing insights on Digital Customer Experience



Immersion
Took the night train!

Deutsche Bahn / VR Group



“Your current app is 
just about travel times, 
not the comfort of a 
long night ride.”
Passenger

“I’d like to be able to 
reserve a meal in 
advance. Will there 
be any breakfast?”
Passenger

“Our sanitary equipment 
and signage systems 
are in a bad shape. This 
needs to be addressed 
first!”
Front line employee

Insights

Pixabay



Design Thinking

IDEO

...

Design Thinking



Journey Mapping & Blueprinting

Backstage processes

Channels and touchpoints

Journey stages and customer goals

For more on Service Blueprinting, see 
Andy Polaine + friends’ book “Service Design”

https://rosenfeldmedia.com/books/service-design/


Chapter 2
“A Bold Vision”

● In an enterprise context, valuable insights might 
be hiding in existing wisdom, documents, 
repositories, data or past project outputs.

● Nothing replaces first hand customer/user 
contact and immersion, “wearing their shoes”.

● Conceptual models such as service blueprints 
can shed a light on the details required for 
delivering a bold vision expressed in a prototype.

Copenhagen

Amsterdam

Date

Double Comfort

Dinner, Snack, Breakfast?

Berlin
9 hours

Paris
16 hours

Rome
16 hours

London
12 hours

Vienna
16 hours

Amsterdam
16 hours

Barcelona
18 hours

Prague
12 hours

Stockholm
8 hours

Book night ride



Chapter 3

“Know Thy Customer”



Leadership meeting

“I thought this 
project was about an 
app. Are all those new
services in scope?”
Senior Leader

“Why did you only talk 
about a new app? Isn’t 
the night train about the 
whole ride experience?”
Customer Service

“We’d have to retrain 
our staff to deliver this 
hotel like service. Is that 
in scope? Who pays?”
HR“We currently cannot 

deliver any custom orders 
to specific passengers. Is 
that required?”
Food & Beverage

“We cannot support so 
many new nightly 
routes, initially it will be 
just 2 or maximum 3!”
Strategic Planning

Pixabay



Reorganisation!

Digital 
Channels

Digital 
Development

Digital and IT



Chris the CIO, and new Head of Digital

Backstage processes

● The bottom of your blueprint is just 
a fantasy, not our real business process.

● Our digital platform capabilities don’t 
support those real time features in your 
prototype: I’ll have someone send you 
the actual requirements!

● Is this aligned with our annual plan? 
● Who is responsible for delivering what?
● Do you know which of these things our 

customers actually need the most?

customer insights?

Pixabay



Productive IT systems make the required changes hard (and/or expensive)

Crossrail



A complex web of infrastructure, companies, technology and regulations

European Commission / railengineer.co.uk



Remember?

Paris, tonight?

Book your bed



Let’s have a coffee! And you 
should talk to Odile…
-- Earnestine, 
the Enterprise Architect
(watch my story)

Teams KPIs Pricing Metrics GDPR Processes 
Capabilities Applications APIs Data Jobs to be 
done Touchpoints Channels Operating Model 
Brand Reputation Culture Recruiting Partnerships 
Regulations Voice of the customer Software 
Versions Cloud Computing Infrastructure 
Interoperability Architecture Framework Service 
Delivery Model Information Flows Project Portfolio 
Strategic Vision Marketing Message Interaction 
Design System User Story Backlog Priority 
Product Strategy Corporate Values Ecosystem 
Roles Policies Business Rules Intranet Knowledge 
Management Ecosystem Actors Government 
Goals European Union…...

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kx8qPbApasA


Enterprise 
Design
Facets

Why do we exist, 
who are we, what 

matters to us? 

How are we 
operating and what 
are we capable of 
achieving? 

What is our role 
in people’s lives?

Identity Architecture

Experience



Enterprise 
Design
Facets
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How are we 
being perceived?

What are we making 
and offering?

How do we work 
together as a team?

 Brand

Why do we exist, 
who are we, what 

matters to us? 

How are we 
operating and what 
are we capable of 
achieving? 

What is our role 
in people’s lives?

Identity Architecture

Experience



Enterprise 
Elements
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Story

Purpose

Process

Capability

Journey

Task

Outcome

Activity

Object Channel

Asset

Content



Capabilities
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How are we 
being perceived?

What are we 
making and 
offering?

How do we work 
together as a team?

 Brand

Identity Architecture

Experience

Why do we exist, 
who are we, what 

matters to us? 

How are we 
operating and what 
are we capable of 
achieving? 

What is our role 
in people’s lives?

Jim Kalbach and Paul Kahn: Alignment Diagrams



Service Blueprint 
in EDGY



Chapter 3
“Know Thy Customer Enterprise”

● An enterprise is made of an external ecosystem 
(markets and supply chain) and an internal one 
(organisation, assets and operations).

● The obvious focus of service/experience design 
is a thorough understanding of the customer’s 
reality, for better products and services.

● Many potential opportunities and showstoppers 
for delivering a great service experience lie in the 
interplay of enterprise elements “out of scope”.



Chapter 4

“Our Enterprise on a Napkin”

A few weeks later...



The reorg is making it harder you 
say? Let’s co-design this! (I need
a good pilot for co-design anyway)
-- Odile, the Organisation Designer
(watch my story)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d3RcL1RlxyU


Where to start?

Simon Sinek
Start With Why

https://simonsinek.com/product/start-with-why/


Your enterprise on a napkin



Top Task Identification
When travelling at night, what matters the most to you?

Times and 
routes

Book a ticket 

Get on the train 
(on time)

Plan with 
friends

Trip ideas

Fares and rooms

Wifi

Meals

Book a ticket

Claim a refund

Pets

Accessibility

Borders and visa

Discounts

Subscriptions

Payment options

Feedback

Pets

Share with 
friends

City Guides

Blogs
Give priority 
to a few top 

tasks

Influence tiny 
tasks

% Vote

Top Tasks - a How To Guide by Gerry McGovern      Watch The Customer-driven enterprise webinar with Jim Kalbach

https://gerrymcgovern.com/books/top-tasks-a-how-to-guide/read-the-first-chapter/
https://webinar.getresponse.com/h7hEQ/the-customer-driven-enterprise/?_ga=2.173412388.649653299.1675866160-361122162.1662644265&_gl=1*3pr9t6*_ga*MzYxMTIyMTYyLjE2NjI2NDQyNjU.*_ga_EQ6LD9QEJB*MTY3NTg2NjE1OS42OS4xLjE2NzU4NjYzOTAuOS4wLjA.*_ga_MWJQ4HH5SL*MTY3NTg2NjE1OS41LjEuMTY3NTg2NjM1My4wLjAuMA..


Experience Focus
Milky Way



Chapter 4
“Our Enterprise on a Napkin”

● While qualitative research gives you deep insight 
into your customer's lives, a quantitative Top 
Task identification provides evidence on priorities.

● A common visual geography and language of 
elements helps having the right conversations.

● It depicts a shared understanding accessible to 
various people critical to delivering that great 
experience you envision.



Chapter 5

“Making things happen”

About 4 months later 
than originally planned. 



Architecture Focus
Milky Way



Geolocating
prototypes



Overlaying
Organisation



Product Delivery
Custom Onboard Meals



Chapter 5

“Making things happen”

● Going out of your comfort zone by venturing into 
other domains and practices can be frightening, 
but is a good way to spark the right 
conversations.

● Focus on what you know best first, then make 
space for other viewpoints and contributions.

● We contribute to a single cycle of change that 
might run longer than expected to deliver.



enterprisedesignpatterns.com

https://enterprisedesignpatterns.com


The Milky Way Enterprise Map
Next-gen Capability Mapping

Next upcoming webinars
Wednesday
3pm London
4pm Paris
5pm Athens
10am New York



Intersection 23
9th conference on Enterprise Design
September 18-19 in Vienna



Milan Guenther
President, Intersection Group

Intersection Group intersection.group

Pattern Book enterprisedesignpatterns.com
Intersection Book intersectionbook.com
Intersection Conference intersectionconf.com

Starter Kit Preview x-g.at/kit
Conference Videos x-g.at/x 
Webinar archive x-g.at/rec

Join the community x-g.at/slack 

INTERSECTION GROUP

https://intersection.group
https://enterprisedesignpatterns.com
http://intersectionbook.com/
https://i-g.at/x
https://i-g.at/slack

